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 “Easy believe-ism” is like “easy childbirth.”  Both are phrases that would never be uttered by someone who 

knows what they’re talking about.  I’ll admit that “believing the gospel” sounded easy to me once.  But then I actu-

ally tried to do it.  I am now finding that repentance is the most exhausting, gut-wrenching experience in the world. 

 This is because so much of our thinking/feeling/behaving arises from core beliefs that are so deeply en-

trenched in our mind, we aren’t even aware of them.  But as Jesus says, the fruit we produce is a flawless indicator 

of what is inside us.  In other words, we can discover what we truly believe by looking at the behaviors our beliefs 

produce. 

 Consider some examples: 

 As I have joined in the Holy Spirit’s mission to transform me by renewing my mind, I have found the Twelve 

Step tradition helpful.  In particular, I have found help in the practice of affirmations.  Here’s how it works. 

 First, identify a behavior that has caused problems for you.  Then reflect on the behavior and the 

thoughts/feelings around it, and write out several possible core beliefs that could be getting expressed in that be-
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This fruit/behavior…This fruit/behavior…This fruit/behavior…This fruit/behavior…    …can result from this core belief…can result from this core belief…can result from this core belief…can result from this core belief    

Overachievement I am not acceptable (so I must work to become 

Consumerism I am not complete (so I must fill the emptiness 

Pornography I am not loved/desired (so I must settle for illu-

Violence I am not safe (so I must do unto others before 

Unresolved anger I am powerless to change my situation (so I am a 

Substance abuse 
I have no control over the sources of my pain 

(so I have no choice but to medicate the pain). 



havior.  I find it helpful to write out these beliefs in the form of “I am not” state-

ments (See above).  Most if not all of these statements will be false, and you may no-

tice that several of them result from bad theology you didn’t know you believed. 

 Next, craft several short statements that contradict the false beliefs.  For me, this 

often entails “I am” statements that contradict the “I am not” statements.  Make the 

list as long as you can.  For example, here is a list of affirmations that could be made 

in response to the behaviors/beliefs listed above: 

I am accepted.  I am acceptable.  I am worthy.  I have the right to exist.  I 

belong here.  I am embraced.  I am included.  I am adopted.  I am complete.  

I am whole.  I have everything I need to be happy.  I am full.  I am rich.  I 

have abundant life.  I have a good life.  I am content.  I am loved.  I am lov-

able.  I am desired.  I am longed-for.  I am sought-after.  I am delighted-in.  I 

am beautiful.  I am wanted.  I am important.  I am safe.  I am protected.  I 

am worth protecting.  I am strong.  I am capable.  I am able to change this 

situation if I choose to.  I am responsible for my own feelings.  I am able to 

create a good life out of the situations I am given.  I am worth healing.  I 

have options.  I hurt, and that is okay.  It is okay to need help. 

 Read through your list of affirmations out loud, and pay attention to which ones 

get a reaction out of you.  Your body may react with tense muscles or burning 

cheeks.  Your mind may respond with “Well that’s DEFINITELY not true!”  

What’s happening is that your body knows what you believe, even if your conscious 

mind doesn’t.  When you say things you don’t believe, your body gets tense; it’s the 

principle behind ‘lie detector’ tests.  So circle the statements you have these strong 

reactions to.  Those will be the best affirmations for you to work with repeatedly.  

As you do, you will find these reactions decrease.  And eventually, you will find your 

real beliefs (and desires and behaviors) actually changing.  Repeating affirmations is a 

simple brute-force  method for eroding old neural connections and strengthening 

new ones. 

 The ancient Hebrew tradition calls this “Mezuzah.”  It is a practice for impressing 

the truth upon one’s mind.  Your new “I am” statements “are to be upon your 

hearts… Talk about them when you sit at home and when you walk along the road, 

when you lie down and when you get up.  Tie them as symbols on your hands and 

bind them on your foreheads.  Write them on the doorframes of your houses and on 

your gates” (Deuteronomy 6.6-9).  Any Jewish household’s doorway will have a me-

zuzah on it, a bit of Torah artfully displayed.  This is a tradition we can learn from.  
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 Be creative with your mezuzah affirmations.  Find ways to weave these uncom-

fortable statements into your life so that your eye will see them, your ear will hear 

them, your mouth will speak them, and your mind will repeat them.  Put them on 

index cards on your bathroom mirror, and on sticky-notes on your computer moni-

tor.  Repeat them out loud to yourself during your commute to and from work.  

Write each one 100 times on a chalkboard (of if you prefer, type them in an email 

message to yourself).  And do it every day, even weekends.   

 Repetition is how your old core beliefs were drummed into you.  Repetition is 

how new gospel core beliefs will be forged.   

 Repentance (re-thinking your thoughts) is hard.  I’ve got a lifetime of it ahead of 

me.  And I keep finding new puddles of toxic waste in my soul, poisonous core be-

liefs I wasn’t even aware I had.  But as the Holy Spirit helps me open my mind to 

believing the truth about myself, I am finding streams of living water. 

~ John Stonecypher 
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Jesus Said, “Do Not Worry” 

 But did Jesus live through what former Federal Reserve Chair, Alan Greenspan 

called, "a once in a century credit tsunami?" 

 Did Jesus live through a period of time wherein a county court in Florida records 

home foreclosures at the rate of one every fifteen minutes? 

 Okay, I've quoted from the "Kingdom" in my title, now let me quote from the 

"street" my direct answer: "How in hell can we not worry in a time like this?"  The 

answer is, "There is no way in 'hell' we can." 

 You see, what readers of The Adopted Life have come to see is that in "hell," what 

I will call our existence when we're not living face to face with Jesus, we can't help 

but worry, because worry is one of the default features of what Paul called "fruits of 

the flesh," our fallen human nature. 

 I came to realize this in a very simple, unplanned, serendipitous way this past Fri-

day. Given the three-day Labor Day weekend I had, I added a vacation day and 

spent some time face to face with Jesus.  By that I mean I simply had more time to 

spend in prayer (while walking on my treadmill), and time perusing the various won-

derful Trinitarian blogs that have been added to the Adopted Life site. 

 After an hour on the treadmill I did my usual "unwind" by laying on the floor of 
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my bedroom to cool down before taking a shower.  It wasn't until 10:15 that the 

thought struck me: 'I can't believe that I haven't checked the markets to see how my 

portfolio is doing.'  It struck me as somewhat revelational that it never even occurred 

to me to think about it.   

 You see, that is typically my daily routine...at work, which is part of my profes-

sion, keeping an eye on the "markets"...I usually am very preoccupied with 9:30 a.m. 

when the Dow opens, and hence I can see how my investments are doing.  That may 

sound odd to you, but for me it was SUPREMELY odd.  You see, I've let the value 

of my portfolio, with its ebbs and flows, determine whether it's a "good" day or a 

"bad" one.   

 That momentary experience for me, Friday morning, was what some call 

"epiphanal."  As I meditated on it, I came to realize that one of our default human 

needs is that of security.  Unfortunately, we too often place our security in things 

other than in our relationship with the One, the Triune God, who in his self-

revelation of His Son, indicated that all security comes from Him. 

 You see, that morning, when I was literally bathed in the face to face presence of 

Jesus, I had no other thoughts than His relationship with me.  All my usual worries 

were non-existent,  so much so that my daily habits had no power over that relation-

ship. 

 Maybe you also see that when we aren't engaged in that face to face relationship 

with Jesus, we tend to default to our natural human tendencies and the fruits they 

bear.  It's nothing that I did; it's simply what He did.  He filled me with His pres-

ence, and in His presence, just as Peter witnessed as he walked on water, staring into 

that face, all security, hope, and joy was fully present.  It's only when Peter took his 

eyes off of Jesus, which unfortunately I tend to do when I let the day to daily grind 

take me from that face to face relationship with Him, that the waves begin to over-

whelm. 

 In that serendipitous moment, I came to see a glimpse of his face and the "how" 

to that directive of Jesus, long, long ago.  How do we not worry, in times like these?  

We allow Jesus to keep our eyes on Him in ongoing relationship.  When we're en-

gaged in face to face relationship with Jesus, we tend to rely on His words and the 

knowledge that He will take care of everything, markets and times like these notwith-

standing. 

 To our street friends that ask the question, "How in hell can we...?"  Our re-

sponse is: "We can't."  How in Jesus, can we?  That's a simple one, my friends.  With 
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apologies to our friends who may not have experienced the personal reconciliation 

that all humans have universally, and to our former Fed Chair...in the eyes of Jesus 

we find no worry.  In His eyes we find no fear, because in His eyes we see nothing 

but His love, and perfect love casts out all fear, and all worry...yes, even in times like 

these. Glory be to the Triune One, who holds us in His hands, despite the economic 

times around us. 

~ Craig Kuhlman 
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Good News: YOU DIED! 

A Trinitarian, Christ-centered paraphrase of Romans 5.20 – 7.6 

 When Torah came on the scene and defined relational boundaries that ought not 

be crossed, the boundaries got violated even more.  But where violation increased, 

forgiveness increased even more, (21) so that, just as brokenness ruled supreme 

through death, so forgiveness would rule supreme through reconciliation leading to 

infinite life through Master Jesus. 

 (6.1) So does that mean we should continue violating boundaries, just so more 

forgiveness can happen? (2) Now that’s just plain dumb.  Our relational brokenness 

is dead and buried!  What sense would there be in acting as if it’s not? (3) When 

Master Jesus died, YOU died.  When he was buried, YOU were buried.  It’s the sim-

ple fact you were acknowledging in your baptism. (4) The fact that we were dead and 

buried with him.  The fact that we have been raised to a brand-new life with him. (5) 

The fact that sharing in his death means also sharing in his resurrection!  

 (6) Our old false self was crucified with him; our brokenness was destroyed so 

that we would be free from it forever. (7) Those who have died have already re-

ceived the wages of sin, so they are free from it. (8) If we know we have died with 

Jesus, we know we will also live with him.  (9) Because Jesus has been raised from 

the dead, death does not reign over him. (10) He died to brokenness, not just for 

himself, but for everyone.  The life he now lives in Papa’s presence, he lives on be-

half of the whole world! 

 (11) So start thinking of yourself in accordance with what you really are – dead to 

your old broken way of life, alive with Jesus in Papa’s presence. (12) Stop letting 

your relationship-destroying impulses control your actions. (13) Instead, give your 

steering wheel to Papa. Because he is the one who raised you from death to life, of-

fer your body to him as an engine of Triune goodness.  
(Continued on page 6) 



 (14) Torah teaches us that the wages of sin is death, and the good news is that 

now in Christ, we have received our wage in full.  Because of the Triune kindness, 

we have now moved beyond our old slavery to brokenness and death. 

 (15) So now since we have been freed from sin (and the death sentence pre-

scribed by Torah), should we just continue sinning?  Grrrrr!!!!! NO!!! (16) Okay, let 

me put this another way:  It is not a choice of Obedience versus Freedom.  It’s a 

choice of WHAT we will obey:  Are we going to obey that which destroys relation-

ships (the way of death), or are we going to obey that which heals relationships (the 

way of life)?   

 (17) But we thank Papa that we no longer obey brokenness.  We have a new mas-

ter now, and we passionately follow him. (18) We thank Papa that we have been 

freed from sin/death, freed for service to reconciliation and peace. (19) Think of it 

in these simple terms – we CANNOT not be servants to something.  We used to be 

servants of relational destruction, but now we are servants of reconciliation and heal-

ing.  

 (20) Sin is not freedom; it is slavery!  When you were in slavery to sin, you were 

free from goodness and right relationships and peace in the world. (21) Does that 

sound like freedom to you? Did it do you ANY real good? All you got from that is 

shame and death.   

 (22) But now you are in slavery to Papa, free from shame and death.  Now 

THAT’S freedom!  It’s healing.  It’s life abundant, life eternal.  (25) The wages of sin 

is death, but the free gift of Papa is infinite aliveness in Jesus our Master. 

 (7.1) Listen to me, my fellow Jews: Torah is binding only until you die. (2) This is 

plain enough: Torah binds a married woman to her husband, but only ‘until death do 

us part.’  (3) If she hooks up with another man while her husband is alive, the law of 

adultery applies to her.  But after her husband dies, Torah is totally cool with her 

marrying another man.  

 (4) What’s happened to us is like that.  Torah doesn’t apply to us because in Jesus 

we have already died.  We died so that together we might be bound not to Torah but 

to the crucified and risen Jesus, so that we might share in his work of bearing fruit 

for Papa. (5) We used to be so busy bearing fruit for death, our bodies all a-tingle 

with the pleasure of breaking the rules and getting away with it. (6) But now that To-

rah has fulfilled its function, we are free from it.  Now we are bound not to words 

on page but to new life in the Spirit. 

~ John Stonecypher 
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Jesus Has Put The Church on Your Agenda 

 If you are a believer, Jesus has put the Church on your agenda. And in some cases, 

Jesus has put the Church on the agenda for those of you who do not believe, so that you 

can participate with him in that special way too! So no more of these silly questions such 

as “Do I have to go to Church?” or “Should I go to Church?”  

 Now for the kicker – I AM NOT EVEN GOING TO TURN TO ANY SCRIP-

TURES TO PROVE THIS, but I am going to follow the lead of scripture by reasoning 

out this subject in the Person of Jesus, Who relates with His Father in the Communion of 

the Holy Spirit! That is really all the lens you need, in the grace of the Spirit, to begin to 

see such a topic and such questions clearly.  

 Seeing Jesus clearly always points me to two things: The Son of God in his full hu-

manity AND the Son of God in his full divinity, all in the same Person! That tells me a 

couple of very important things. First, it tells me that the Son of God shares himself fully 

as a distinct human being with his Father, in the Communion of the Spirit. Second, it tells 

me that the Son of God shares his exact being with humanity and creation (I mean the 

Son of God lives forever as a real human being within creation! Wow!) 

 So let’s see, Jesus not only relates with His Father in the Spirit in his distinct humanity, 

but also shares this relationship with other distinct human beings within creation as he 

was called out to do in the relationship of the Trinity. Obviously then, Jesus is a believer 

in his Father and the Spirit AND a believer in sharing this relationship with others of like 

mind and those not of like mind. However, it is only those who believe who would ex-

perience this relationship in a distinct and special way, right? In other words, even though 

Jesus gives himself to all (believer/unbeliever, Jews/Gentiles, etc.), we can observe in His 

distinct humanity that because he is faithful to His Father in his human body, there is a 

sense in which Jesus only gives himself to the faithful (believers who embrace him in his 

faithfulness)! 

 Are you trackin’ with my reasoning out of Christ himself?! 

 From this Christological and Trinitarian reasoning, we now already have a basic doc-

trine of the Church (or called-out ones living in a distinct way, together with Jesus, in his 

relationship with His Father, in the Spirit, right in the middle of creation!)  I just said A 

LOT right there! Please read and re-read and see if you can match it up with the prior 

thoughts about Jesus in the above paragraphs, and…   

 …keep trackin’ with me as I make it even plainer! ☺ 

 Not only do we have a basic doctrine of the Church in the literal humanity of Jesus, 

but we can also see (if we observe carefully our shared life with Jesus as believers), a rea-

son for: 

1. Gathering distinctly as the “called out ones” together.Gathering distinctly as the “called out ones” together.Gathering distinctly as the “called out ones” together.Gathering distinctly as the “called out ones” together. (In his humanity, Jesus the 
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Son of God gathers uniquely with the “called-out ones” who especially be-

lieve because he is the called-out One who believes in our place and shares his 

life with us!) 

2. Gathering as the “calledGathering as the “calledGathering as the “calledGathering as the “called----out ones” from within creation and not apart from out ones” from within creation and not apart from out ones” from within creation and not apart from out ones” from within creation and not apart from 

it.it.it.it. (In his humanity, Jesus the Son of God is permanently with humanity and 

creation and will never leave it, and he shares his life with us!) 

3. Sharing our distinct relationship with those who do not believe, so that they Sharing our distinct relationship with those who do not believe, so that they Sharing our distinct relationship with those who do not believe, so that they Sharing our distinct relationship with those who do not believe, so that they 

might believe.might believe.might believe.might believe. (In his humanity, Jesus the Son of God permanently shares his 

SHARED LIFE and faith with us in our unbelief so that we can believe!) 

 But do we HAVE to gather and SHOULD we gather? Can’t we just be the 

Church at home by ourselves, making our own decisions about everything like hu-

mans (Americans in particular) are supposed to do? Aren’t you using legalistic terms 

that mess up the grace of God and my ability to live in “freedom” and do what I 

want to do? 

 Aaaaarrrrrghhhhh! It makes me want to scream!!  Why can't we hear what The The The The 

WordWordWordWord is saying to us? The WordThe WordThe WordThe Word is telling us about the Terrific Beauty of the Rela-

tionship in which we are included and adopted in The Word made fleshThe Word made fleshThe Word made fleshThe Word made flesh!!!!!! Alright, I 

guess these questions compel me to make it a little more plain! 

    Do we HAVE to gather? OF COURSE, we HAVE to gather!!!Do we HAVE to gather? OF COURSE, we HAVE to gather!!!Do we HAVE to gather? OF COURSE, we HAVE to gather!!!Do we HAVE to gather? OF COURSE, we HAVE to gather!!! Don’t we believe 

that Jesus has the most important and significant human life going? And don’t we 

believe that Jesus shares his life with us??? Of course we believers do! And if Jesus 

gathers with adopted human beings who have like minds with the Trinity (and he 

does in his own human body!), and if Jesus meets with the Trinity (as He does in his 

own human body) then can’t we too say that we HAVE do the same?  

 Isn’t asking “Do we HAVE to gather regularly with the like-minded ‘called out 

ones’?” equivalent to asking and saying, “Do we HAVE to gather in and around the 

most happening, life-giving, and cool relationship in the universe? I really want to do 

something more meaningful than that!”  

 Isn’t that absurd?! I mean, who in the right and relational mind of Jesus would ever 

ask such a dumb question?!  

    But SHOULD we gather? OF COURSE, we SHOULD gatherBut SHOULD we gather? OF COURSE, we SHOULD gatherBut SHOULD we gather? OF COURSE, we SHOULD gatherBut SHOULD we gather? OF COURSE, we SHOULD gather (and all the more (and all the more (and all the more (and all the more 

as we see the day approaching)!! (as we see the day approaching)!! (as we see the day approaching)!! (as we see the day approaching)!! (Dawg, I said I wasn’t going to use scripture! Ha-

ha!) Again, don’t we as believers believe that Jesus has the most important and sig-

nificant human life going? And don’t we believe that Jesus shares his life with us?? 

(Continued from page 7) 
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Of course we believers do! And if Jesus gathers permanently with adopted human 

beings who have like minds with the Trinity (and he does in his own human body!), 

then can’t we too say that we SHOULD do the same? 

 Isn’t asking, “SHOULD we gather regularly with the like-minded called out ones?” 

equivalent to asking and saying, “SHOULD we gather in and around the most hap-

pening, life-giving, and cool relationship in the universe? I really want to do some-

thing way more valuable than that!”  

 Isn’t that absurd?! I mean, who in the right and relational mind of Jesus would ever ask 

such a dumb question?!  

 Asking “Do we HAVE to gather with the Church?” and “SHOULD we gather 

with the Church?” is REALLY like asking “SHOULD I still keep eating regularly? 

With all my body, mind and soul I really hate all this nourishment stuff!” Ha-Ha! 

 I am most happy and excited to tell you that in Jesus Christ’s shared relationship 

with you (Good Gravy, did you really grasp that “Jesus Christ’s shared relationship with you” 

part?!), God the Father, Son and Spirit has put the “The Church” on your agenda! 

Wowsa! And because it is somehow TRULY, yet mysteriously, the literal Body of 

Christ being shared with all of humanity and creation on earth, we are compelled to 

BE a part of it, and we MUST and SHOULD gather with it as often as we can! Even 

more plainly, because it is somehow TRULY yet mysteriously the literal Body of 

Christ being shared with YOU, YOU are compelled to BE a part of it, and you 

MUST and SHOULD gather with it as often as YOU can! 

 I use the word “agenda” because I think there is a great deal of liberty as to where 

Church (or gathering with the “called out ones”) might specifically fit into our sched-

ules at any given time in the Trinity’s grace! You should work that out with Jesus! But 

let there be no doubts, the Church CAN and WILL fit into your schedule!!! How do I 

know? (Because of all The Word The Word The Word The Word has led us to think about in this article!)        

    Because God the Trinity is FOREVER AND PERMANENTLY BOUND UP Because God the Trinity is FOREVER AND PERMANENTLY BOUND UP Because God the Trinity is FOREVER AND PERMANENTLY BOUND UP Because God the Trinity is FOREVER AND PERMANENTLY BOUND UP 

IN TIME AND SPACE in the “called out One”, Jesus Christ!IN TIME AND SPACE in the “called out One”, Jesus Christ!IN TIME AND SPACE in the “called out One”, Jesus Christ!IN TIME AND SPACE in the “called out One”, Jesus Christ! How much more can 

humanity (YOU!) get scheduled in time and space as the “called out ones” than that? 

Plus, so many of you have already agreed with me that wherever Jesus is, and wher-

ever he is embraced, we find the most happening, life-giving, and cool relationship in 

the universe! Ha-Ha!   

~ Tim Brassell 
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 As I write this it is eviction day in my neighborhood: the last day of the month. 

Some folks will get to spend one more night, tonight, and then they have to be out 

tomorrow - the first of the month. As I was bringing my kids home from school I 

saw all of someone’s worldly possessions sitting on the curb in front of the old, run-

down house they had been renting.  

 In case you’ve never been evicted, or in case you live in a neighborhood where 

the eviction of tenants is not a routine event, you might be surprised to know that 

this is what happens: If the person has not vacated the premises by the appointed 

time then all their stuff is taken out of the house (or apartment) and set on the side 

of the street.  

 I haven’t checked the statistics for my neighborhood or my city, but it seems like 

there have been more of these public evictions this year. Recessions always hurt 

those in the lower economic classes harder than those in the middle and upper 

classes. As unemployment goes up and credit becomes tighter those with the fewest 

job skills, the lowest pay, and the least money in the bank are the first to feel the 

crunch, and they feel it more strongly than others.  

 A friend visited me here in Nashville a few years back and after spending some 

time downtown he said, “You guys have a real homelessness problem here!” My re-

ply was simple: “Actually, we have a mental healthcare problem here.”  

 I think it’s the same almost everywhere in America. It’s not so much that people 

won’t work, or that there’s not enough cheap housing. The problem is that people 

are psychotic, neurotic, clinically depressed, schizophrenic, and have no idea how to 

manage the pain, rage, and sadness in which they’re drowning.  

 Over the years they’ve learned coping mechanisms: lying, stealing, sex, alcohol, 

and drugs, to try to dull the pain and escape the insanity. Of course those things only 

work for a little while and when they stop working the result is estrangement from 

family, friends, and church, then eviction, and then homelessness. 

 By and large I find that people want to help. The folks in my congregation have 

dug into their own pockets, and into the church’s bank account, to help again and 

again. As a society we fund shelters, government housing, food stamps, unemploy-

ment benefits, and a host of other programs.  

 Can you imagine how bad the situation would be if we as a society weren’t trying 

to help? Just visit a nation without the resources and/or political will to take care of 

its poorest people. What you see there are children begging on the street and vast 

shanty-towns of the desperately poor living in cardboard and sheet metal shacks. 

American cities could easily look just like that if it weren’t for private and public pro-

grams that try to help. 
(Continued on page 11) 
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Notice Notice Notice Notice     

of Evictionof Evictionof Evictionof Eviction    
You are hereby notified to vacate these premises no You are hereby notified to vacate these premises no You are hereby notified to vacate these premises no You are hereby notified to vacate these premises no 

later than the 30th day of this month.later than the 30th day of this month.later than the 30th day of this month.later than the 30th day of this month.    



 And now, here’s my point in all this: We all have our role to play in participating 

in Jesus’ redemption and restoration of this mess. Some of us earn big bucks so we 

will have big bucks to give away. Some of us have been gifted to heal mental health 

problems. Some of us keep order in the midst of the chaos by serving in the police 

force. Some of us mold young minds in schools to try and break the cycle. Some of 

us show love to the unloved by hugging them and praying for them at church. 

 And some of us are trying to revolutionize the very nature of humanity’s percep-

tion of reality. That’s where The Adopted Life comes in. We are one small set of shoul-

ders among the thousands that have set themselves against the wheel of history and 

are trying to turn it. The world needs a better theology (God-knowledge) than the 

one it has inherited from previous generations. The world needs a knowledge of 

God rooted in the Trinity, in Jesus, and in humanity’s adoption into the Trinity 

through the flesh and blood of Jesus. 

 We are trying to play our part in changing the very course of history itself, so that 

in the next generation there will be even more people who know who Jesus really is 

and who humanity really is in him. And then there will be even more in the genera-

tion after that, and even more in the generation after that, and so on, for centuries to 

come, until the knowledge of the Lord fills the earth as the waters cover the sea. 

 I know, I know, some of you are saying “Well, that won’t happen until Christ re-

turns.”  

 Can you imagine if Paul and the other apostles had adopted that attitude 2,000 

years ago? I can hear them now: “Oh, Christ will be back in a few years, so no need 

to preach the good news about him or try to change the world one person at a 

time.” In spite of all the problems we face, the world is still a better place today than 

it was in the days of the apostles, and it is a better place because they set out from 

Jerusalem with the good news of Jesus and a dream to change the world. 

 I don’t know when Christ will return. But I do know that the good news of hu-

manity’s adoption in Christ is the solution to the problems we are facing. It was the 

solution two millennia ago, it’s the solution today, and it will be the solution even 

when the Kingdom comes in all its fullness. 

 So my prayer is the same as that of the first Christians: “Come, Lord Jesus.” May 

the knowledge of who you are, and who humanity is in you, come now in the lives 

of all those being evicted today. May it come in the lives of my children and grand-

children and great grand-children. And yes, Lord, come back at the end of the age.  

~ Jonathan Stepp 

(Continued from page 10) 

Come, Lord Jesus . . . (cont.) 
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Trinity and Humanity, TogetherTrinity and Humanity, TogetherTrinity and Humanity, TogetherTrinity and Humanity, Together    

 We’re sometimes asked “Are you sure the adoption of humanity is the gospel? 

I’ve never heard it before.” That’s why we like to bring in the thoughts of various 

theologians from throughout history to add to our understanding of the gospel. 

 This text is from an essay by St. Alexander, an early 4th century bishop of Alex-

andria. He was a participant in the Council of Nicea and the mentor to St. Athana-

sius of Alexandria - who succeeded him as bishop in 326. In this essay Alexander 

explains who Jesus is as the Man who is fully God, and what Jesus’ life means for the 

salvation of humanity: 

Then the Lord, the third day after His death, rose again, thus bringing humanity 

to a knowledge of the Trinity. Then all the nations of the human race were saved Then all the nations of the human race were saved Then all the nations of the human race were saved Then all the nations of the human race were saved 

by Christ. by Christ. by Christ. by Christ. One submitted to the judgment, and many thousands were absolved. 

Moreover, He being made like to humanity whom He had saved, ascended to the 

height of heaven, to offer before His Father, not gold or silver, or precious 

stones, but the humanity whom He had formed after His own image and simili-

tude; and the Father, raising Him to His right hand, hath seated Him upon a 

throne on high, and hath made Him to be judge of the peoples, the leader of the 

angelic host, the charioteer of the cherubim, the Son of the true Jerusalem, the 

Virgin’s spouse, and King for ever and ever. Amen. 

~ Epistles on the Arian Heresy, “On the Soul and Body and the Passion of the 

Lord”, para. 7. (Emphasis is ours.) 

Alexander of  Alexandria on Salvation 


